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“Powerhouse trio from Phoenix, these guys are what rock & 
roll (whatever you call it) is all about.” – The Grestch Pages 

"Voodoo Swing takes traditional rockabilly and gives it a 
thoroughly modern roots twist” – Buster Fayte's Rockabilly 
Romp 

 

Voodoo Swing gets into deep water in 
upcoming “Linda Lee” music video. What 
such crime could justify this cruel 
punishment? 

 

Voodoo Swing is Shorty Kreutz on lead guitar and vocals; Walter 
Spano on drums and and Tommy Collins on the doghouse double-
bass. Their unique style of “rip-it-up” Rockabilly first attracted 
England’s Nervous Records in 1993. Voodoo Swing's debut album 
"We're Usin' Code Names!" is followed by a second album, "Well, 
Okay Then!" released on Netherlands’ Rockhouse Records label. 
The band also scores the soundtrack for the Lowrider documentary 
"Low and Slow" as well as for the full-length feature film “Rockabilly 
Vampire”. In 1998, Shorty is awarded "Best Electric Guitar Player" by 
Salt Lake's City Weekly Magazine reader’s poll. In the early years, the 
band headquartered in Salt Lake City. After a long hiatus, the band 
regrouped in Phoenix and since then released, “Greasers Por Vida”, 
“Refried Voodoo Beans”, “Keep on Rollin’”, “Fast Cars, Guitars, 
Tattoos and Scars”, and “To You My Friend”. This summer they 
will be taking their grease and guitars on tour in Europe. 
 
Current EP on sale :: In the summer of 2017, Voodoo Swing released 
their latest EP, “Nervous Wreck” via Chromodyne. Proving that they 
remain faithful to retro, roots music and traditional American rock 'n' 
roll: painting raw pigments of rich bluesy nuances balanced with a 
greasy touch of darkness.  

 
 

LINDA LEE SYNOPSIS 

 
Linda Lee hearkens to the true rock ‘n’ roll lifestyle. Poor Voodoo 
Swing just can’t stay away from beautiful hotrods and pin-ups! When a 
group of fierce ladies get their wheels back in a shocking condition, 
they become a force to be reckoned with. Determined to make 
Voodoo Swing clean up their grease, their punishments get creative. 
They might even enjoy the torture a little bit. Did I also mention there’s 
a rubber chicken involved? You don’t want to miss out on this vengeful 
story. 
 
Linda Lee, won’t you go steady with me? 
 
Dir. Olivier Zahm, Asst by Ben Anderson 
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